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83.2% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 
 

Excellent service provided. Care towards the patient and comfort to the 
family member 
 

Very professional and put me at ease whilst asking the questions 

They are very helpful, I’ive always found 111 to be better than my own gp 

 

Negative   
free text 

comments 

Everything could have been done better, person we spoke to didn't have a 
clue what they were doing 
 

Wait to get through was ridiculous. Took 45 mins for someone to answer 

 

Too much pointless Covid information at the beginning of the call and that’s 
before the ridiculous wait time to speak to someone 

  

Number of responses 

Online 23 
 

Total: 

185 

 

Print 86 

Text 76 

 

  



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and good (combined) 154 83.2% -3.7 

Very good 111 61.6% -1.6 

Good 43 25.3% -2.1 

Neither good nor poor 12 5.3% +1.2 

Poor 9 3.3% +1.6 

Very poor 10 4.5% +0.9 

Don't know 0 0.0% 0.0 

Please note: comparisons above are made against the previous months report. Surveys are input against the date the service is used therefore 
small variations in data can happen between reports.  

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis  

 



 

Results by resource CCG  

Resource CCG 
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Total 83.2% 10.3% 185 111 43 12 9 10 0 

County Durham  76.5% 11.8% 34 17 9 4 2 2 0 

Newcastle Gateshead  85.2% 14.8% 27 15 8 0 1 3 0 

North Tyneside  88.9% 0.0% 9 8 0 1 0 0 0 

Northumberland  78.9% 10.5% 19 9 6 2 1 1 0 

South Tyneside  80.0% 0.0% 5 3 1 1 0 0 0 

Sunderland  77.4% 19.4% 31 15 9 1 2 4 0 

Tees Valley  86.5% 5.4% 37 28 4 3 2 0 0 

No CCG 95.7% 4.3% 23 16 6 0 1 0 0 

 

 

Free text comments  

Helpful friendly and efficient  

The process is well explained at the beginning and got me to the right place in the system 

I didn’t receive any info, instructions, advice, nothing, just got told I could go to the doctors if I wanted, pointless 
service really 

When we called the 111 service it took 1 hour 35 minutes before our call was answered, then after speaking to the 
call handler we had to wait for a call back from some one who was medically qualified who said we needed to go to 
the nearest A&E Hospital as soon as possible which we did by car  

Very professional and put me at ease whilst asking the questions.  

My partner collapsed with a back injury and couldn't move off the floor. After being on hold for almost 2 hours he was 
told to go to A & E. After explaining that I couldn't even lift my partner off the floor never mind get him safely 
downstairs and into the car. My partner was then advised "just ring your local GP I will send everything across to 
them" my GP couldn't understand why we had been advised that and their exact words were "that's ridiculous" no 
information was ever sent to them and my partner was basically ignored, given painkillers by the doctor. We had to 
wait until my neighbour returned home from work to even get him off the floor and into bed, where he spent the 
following week unable to move and in agony.  

65 minutes on hold with press 2 etc on COVID before that is not helpful. 

Very informative and caring 

People did a good job, but i had to wait for an ambulance for over than 2 hours 

Always been pointed to the right place and given the right guidance 

I waited over an hour before speaking to someone. Had initial triage and was recontacted by the covid dr. She 
explained she would send an email to my gp for them to recontact. The gp never received the email.  

It’ was straight forward non easy to receive information  

Very thorough in asking what was wrong and the best plan of action and reassuring also 

Call was answered quickly and person I spoke to was very good and arranged for the correct treatment to be done 



 

Excellent service provided. Care towards the patient and comfort to the family member 

I was told my wound needed to be seen and 111 recommended i see a pharmacist and they would offer antibiotics if 
needed. This was not the case I then had to go to walk in. Waste of time sending me somewhere that could not help 

Directed my to walk in clinic when I could not get an appointment for consultation with GP. 

Great service  

My elderly mum tried to ring for help but she hung up as she found the recorded messages very confusing - I then 
rang and had excellent service once I persevered through the messages and many options, I do wonder how the 
elderly would cope without help, perhaps this us something which could be looked at? 

Efficient professional service was provided by asking key questions to pin point the problem and possibly treatments.  

Staff very friendly and made me feel at ease 

We are asked at the start is our call COVID related. Yes or no. I answered no only to have to answer a further few 
minutes of questions on COVID !!!!Everyone is busy why bother to ask the initial question I value and appreciate 
everyone at NHS just looking at efficiency 

I waited quite a long time to speak to an operator.  

Not sure if this survey is directed at the call centre or urgent care. But who i seen in urgent care said one thing to me 
and another to the GP. Causing me an unnecessary period of time where I was in agony until i got a 2nd opinion.  

Slow to respond to call 

40min on hold then to be told I couldn’t see a doctor for nearly a week  

Very through, polite and friendly staff. 

Although the advisor was helpful she was not in a position to offer any practical help so the call was a waste of time  

Operator kept me calm until police arrived and police provide the best professional care they could 

I had a very quick call back from doctor 

Really friendly and efficient service God bless Xxx 

Immediate help  

Received a prompt callback from a doctor 

Pointless 

It was an unusual call as I’d had a bad reaction to a spider bite. The operator was calm and lovely and didn’t make 
me feel like a fool as my arm and hand were burning and swollen. 

Excellent caller help. I received a call from a Dr very quickly and got the problem resolved 

The lady I spoke to was very helpful and listened to my problem  

Excellent service very helpful  

Prompt advice given, the call was regarding covid, Help was provided immediately,  

Very quick call back and emergency action taken. Called back to update about situation.  

efficient and caring 

She was very obliging, but couldn't give me an  but she did tell me who to ring 

They put me through to paramedics  

I had rang my Gp who told me to ring 111 they listened to my problem and got someone to ring me who then sent an 
ambulance and the ladies couldn’t of been more kind and helpful so thankful to them  

Very professional 

I WOULD NOT EXPECT ANYTYHING ELSE FROM A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

Very good service 

Very helpful staff on the phone and paramedic who was sent out 

Very sound advice and very helpful 

They were under pressure but turned up eventually 

Service was great staff helpful and the end result ended up with the appropriate treatment for my son 

Very helpful although took a long while to eventually be put through to someone  



 

Staff put my mind at ease and listened to me and my concerns post op 

Operator was very patient and understanding, took time to listen and was very knowledgeable. Set me on the right 
route to getting the assistance I required.  

Brilliant compassionate service from start to finish the call handler was amazing generally felt like they cared and 
where there to provide the best advice possible  

Excellent advise and support. More than I got off the hospital I was took to.  

Very short wait time, lovely call handler, very prompt and appropriate treatment advised  

Very thorough and professional with nice mannered and respect for patient 

I was listen too and not rushed. 

Very polite, professional  and quick approach.  

The ambulance crew were fantastic, efficient helpful and friendly. But they should never have been called to my aid. 
Its the 111 system which has let itself down today. I called 111 after being advised to by the econsult service for my 
surgery. All I needed and wanted was an appt with my GP, but because I have a pain in my side and back, the 
questions led econsult and 111 to assume heart problems, which I am sure I do not have, as I stated to the 111 
agent. The ambulance has been tied up making GP calls for me for over an hour. I could have done that! What an 
absolute waste of two paramedics' time. Something has to change. Ambulance services are a valuable asset to the 
NHS, and this poor flowchart questioning is abusing their resources. There must be some way to allow the 
application of common sense in the initial questions and answers on 111. I reiterate, an ambulance was not 
necessary for me today, I sincerely hope someone in desperate need didn't miss out because of this unnecessary 
diversion of resources.  

The operator was fantastic, really caring and patient on the phone. I was really panicked and she helped to keep me 
calm and get the help I needed. I really appreciated everything she did for me and will happily use this service again 
in times of emergency.  

I had an appointment with a doctor within 2 hours of ringing. 

The person I spoke to was polite and very helpful. 

I needed an emergency prescription for eye drops following an operation and was given an electronic prescription. 

The person managing my call was very good and helpful. 

Contacted professional I needed. 

Thank you 111. We were concerned about a medical problem but were well advised and put at ease. 

Got my problem dealt with. 

Because the initial reply was immediate, and I think that is very important. 

Very helpful and understanding of the problem. 

Very satisfied. 

Overall was very good service. Very good service. 

Responded quickly. To my needs. Very polite. First time used and very happy with advice given. 

Sent an ambulance out which didn't take long. 

Told us what the problem was and what to do. 

Very good service. 

Contacted 111 late Friday evening was offered an appointment at a medical centre for 1:30am. Refused due to the 
fact I'm 81 and do not drive at night. 

I had broken my right hip. They put me on a stretcher and made me as comfortable as they could. 

When the ambulance team arrived they assessed the problem very quickly and although I was in extreme pain. They 
made me feel confident that they could get me through it. 

Staff very helpful and did their job very well. 

Took 2 hours to get to the right person and took  7 hours to get an ambulance. 

Good advice and problem was solved at the end. 

They were so nice, kind and very helpful to me and my wife. 



 

I was directed to the correct treatment required. 

Excellent service. 

Takes too long to get an operator, past all covid staff. 

Because the of the care given by the two paramedics. 

The promised returned calls were within the time advised. 

Advice was good. 

My GP was closed at the time. 

Good advice and help given. 

Caring listened extremely helpful. 

Prompt, calm and signposted to correct health professional. In my case A&E. 

The response and the manner In which my call was answered was 100% good. 

Quite a long wait for callback from paramedic. 

Friendly and professional. 

Found the doctors accent hard to understand. But he was lovely. 

It was the case of emergency. 

Should be straight to the point. 

Because you asked. 

Even though I was in a panic state and in a lot of pain the operator put me at ease. 

My questions were listened to and answered professionally and a Dr rang me back. 

Got me an appointment. (phone). With GP for next day. 

Unable to answer the questions due to dementia. 

The line cut during the first call and I received a call back from 111 straight away afterwards. It was thorough and 
efficient. 

Very helpful. 

Could not get through to Dr's surgery and with being so ill it was like a ray of light in desperation. 

Great service. 

I achieved my objective eventually. 

The advice given. 

The person I spoke to was excellent in all ways. 

Friendly good advice. 

Was helpful. 

Put me onto one of my dr's (Shut). 

Operator was polite, calm and gave clear guidance and arranged for follow up from our doctor. 

Because they got a Dr to ring me when I needed. 

Useless. 

To help the service you provide. 

Very quick response and reassuring. 

Advisor very helpful. Arrange call with an appointment from hospital. 

I felt I was in safe hands - more calm. 

Very well explained everything. 

Response was rapid. 

The response was prompt and positive. 

Long wait for call to be answered. 

Very nice to talk to on the phone and helpful. 

I was poorly last year and 111 was called on a number of occasions I had surgery last october. Feeling well now. 



 

The response was prompt and the advice. 

They were very helpful. 

Good listener. 

Phoned 10pm. Told the wait 2 hours later I phoned to cancel I was asked if I would wait another 20-30 mins, I said 
no. 

The operator was very patient and understanding with me as I was in agony. 

Quick prompt service. 

8 hours from first dialling 111 to getting to A&E. 

Anything we could have done better? 

Anything we could have done better? 

Training, actually offer advice, information, or what we should be doing, I have zero medical background so when I 
reach out to a medical service I kind of expected them to at least have a basic knowledge of what to do 

The amount of time you are having to wait to have a call answered then waiting to have a call back to discuss if you 
need to go to a hospital which we had to as soon as possible. 

Everything could have been done better, person we spoke to didn't have a clue what they were doing 

More folks to receive calls in a timely fashion. What is the service level agreement in terms of time on hold. 

Time it took to speak to a call handler 

Arrive sooner 

I was sent home with antibiotics for a water infection bit they said it was a bad one funny enough iv still got it  

More people available to take calls. A contact number or email in the event you need to recontact after initial 
consultation  

Message at the start was a bit too long, that could be shortened 

Advise me yo see someone who could actually help 

The operator was very helpful, it is just difficult to persevere through the many messages and options first 

I was asked to speak to a pharmacist instead of my GP or a Dr . Speaking to the pharmacist was a waste of time as 
they had no idea of what had been discussed with the operator and they simply offered advice which I’ve already 
been doing for few days so that was not helpful at all.  

Look at the initial questions on the automatic phone system. Please thank everyone from top to bottom in the NHS  

Have this particular staff be more transparent and truthful.  

Answered faster  

Be in a position to actually do something rather than suggest what I could do  

Wait to get through was ridiculous. Took 45 mins for someone to answer 

Better phone manners when you’re in a lot of pain  

Answered the phones more quickly  

Too a long time to get though to a Call handler  

They are very helpful I’ve always found 111 to be better than my own gp  

On previous times we have used the service it is very frustrating as the operator goes through their checklist, we 
understand why, but it sometimes feels overboard. 

Answered my question 

The service I got was good 

Too much information regarding Covid before you could speak to an advisor. Should have had a number to press to 
bypass if the problem was not Covid related. 

Quicker getting through instead of a 25 minute wait  

this app does not scale properly on iphone 

You could have trusted my judgement about whether I was having a heart attack. You could have taken into 
account that the discomfort I feel is chronic and not acute, after 10 days! Change the questionnaire so that you can 
determine heart attack candidates accurately.  

Happy with referral quickly to urgent care. 

I felt a home visit would have been a better option. 

My call back could have been quicker but I understand the demands on the system doesn't allow for this. 



 

Nothing apart from waiting 30 mins to set an answer. Call centre was very busy. 

The only thing I can say is on arrival at A&E having being told that they would be notified I was on the way. They 
had no record on their system. 

For an update on progress I had to make a further call to 111 - not ideal. 

Asking relevant questions to each individual patient. 

Dealt with the query not referred to third party. 

Not much. Maybe get my eyes and ears checked face to face. 

Very little. I found sometimes that my answers had to be specifically yes or no whilst I felt I could describe better 
than say yes or no. 

It seemed to take all day to get what I needed. 

1st contact was told to ring back later, which defeats the object. Needs a better IT system. 

Answered quicker. Maybe have separate line for covid. 

Could offer option to press to confirm not a coronavirus issue as too much time spent on this before system moves 
on. 

Helped me. 

Quicker answering call. 

Maybe got some stranger pain relief. 

The questions are not always relevant. 20 mins. Further for a doctor to phone and verify you need hospital. 

Report run 14.5.21, 11.00hrs 


